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efforts to supply Seeds Of a pure quality to all who might require them. To-day` there are at least
Ft7f" rhot46a"d A4:ercha"J8 sowing our Seeds, and we have no doqbt..that considerably
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One lfe.I/;ow People look eagerty for D. M. FERRY & Co's famihiar bmnd` of Seeds, which pds`td
pxpe.
?#REraogt%=
rience has proved so reliable, not only in germinating powers, but quality Of the vegetablo`\ Produced. This desirable confidence between producer and consumer has not been brought aliout
without much thought. watchfulness and labor on oul. part. Wheh we` embarked in the seed
business nearly a quarter of a century ago, it was with a full appreciation Of the necessity Of honest
deahings; and the old adage "Honesty is the Best Poliey," has ever been .our watchword. Nothing is quite so worthless as worthless Seeds. Combined with honesty there must be a thorough
and practical knowledge of the business of Seec8 Groowi7.g, and a correct coiiception Of the requiremems Of .Agriculture and Horticulture in this nge. A Imowledge of jseed G7.oeti€.7ig. in order to produce the best Seeds from the most approved varieties, and to be able to guard against the numerous impositions, in tbe form of degenerated and hybridized, if not positively worth]egs Seeds th'at
are annually put upon the market. The necessity of a just Conception of the requirements of the
age is manifested in the fact that the intelligent class of our people are constantly striving to
improve; to produce something better. It costs no more to grow an improved variety than an old
ol. a degenerated one, a fact which our agricultural and horticultural friends are fast learning. In
the Conflict between intelligence and muscle, the former is sure to be the victor. Wbo shall bo
able to coulfe,the money thflit is invested, or compute the intelligence that is governing tlie agricultune and horticultul.e of this country 9
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These Seed Farms have always been our pride, for upon them we depend for the production Of
our best American Seeds, and for the detection of spurious and worthless varieties constantly
appearing, but few Of which will bear the test Of practical experience. We have expended mucll
time, labor and thought, and not a little money on our Seed Gardens, and believe not in our own
country. or in `Europe, can be found so many hundred acres of garden under better cultivation,
and producing more or better Seeds. One of our firm has spent several months among the most
extensive Seed Growers of England, France, Italy, Germany, Holland, &c., in search of information I`egarding the methods there pursued in growing Seeds; and his careful observations lead us
to.believe that we are fuuy equal, if not superior, to the old world in Seed Growing, as we are in
the manufactui.e and use of nearly every kind of agricultural implement.
Our Seed Fal.ms are situated in the town of Greenfleld, a little beyond the city limits, and
extend one and a quartel. miles along Grand Rivel. Averiue, ahd one mile back to the Joy Road.
They al.e easily accessible by the Grand River Avenue Street Cars, which run to within less than
half a mile of the lower portion. We are always glad to have our patrons visit these Gardens, and
they will find our superintendent in charge reedy to impart any information relative to Seed Growing. The whole grounds are thoroughly underdrained with some fifty miles of round brick
tile, and enriched with'untold quantities of fertilizers, every acre being so cultivated that it may
yield the maximum, not only in quantity but quality as well. In the growth of Seeds of all varie-
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to ours, or the more remote ones scattere`d through Michigan, Indiana, Pennsylvania, New York,
Kansas, Nebraska, &c., which are devoted to the growth of special varieties, the stock Seed being
furnished by ourselves, and the crops contracted to us.
The soil and climate of Michigan are particularly adapted to lnaturing and perfecting most
kinds of AmericaD Seeds, and those not adapted to this State, we have growfl for us from selected
stocks` by experienced growers, in different parts of the United States, Canada and Europe. We
cannot afford to sell poor seeds. Our customers' interests and our ovi are identical, as we wish

and expect to supply them with Seeds each returning Spring, year after year, and the only way
of accomplishing this end, ls to offer only true and reliable stock.

Fp¥]TN%Rbe.givs.
SUMMER

ONloN SEEI> is, and has been, a apcc2.¢Zdy with us,

and we have always devoted much time and care to the proper selection of bulbs (all of which wo
giv)w), proper cultivation and purity Of stock. When we speak of ottr Seec8 FtLrm8, we mean only
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Eorwe gl`e often asked for information relative to our business, its extent, &c., and we thllil[
no better funswer can be given than by republishing the following article.

I+om the Detroit Wecklu Thane.

THE MAMMOTH SEED TRADE OF D. M. FERRY & CO.

COMPOSITION 0F THE FIRM.

men.
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THEIR WARE ROOMS.

known.

THE PRINTING DEPARTMENT.
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THE FI.OWER SEED DEPARTMENT

THEIR IMPORTATIONS.

.

CATALOGUE

OF

SEEDS.

TIIE SIIIPMENTS 0F TIIE HOUSE;

QTTALITY OF THE STOCK.
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ates. inquire for them at the stores in the localities 'to which
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country a supply of these seeds can be found.

MR. FERRY'S SEED FARM.
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e. gone yearp ago_ Mr. Fel.ry purchased- there tL-com Pfiaerfat ively small farm, and has since, as
Fl,`; trade required, added acre a-fter acre, and field after
to i¢, until now he has a plantation

CONTRACTS WITH OTRER GROWERS.
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• Messrs. Ferry & Co. publish annually,and send FREE to all applicants, the following, Ca,ta.
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EXTENT OF THEIR TRADE.
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the Gulf oe Mexico on the south.

They ir.form us that Aineric&.. ln its brondesi and
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sense, is their field, and it is no¢ un``sual for their orders by mail to bear the post mark Of nearly
every State, Territory and Province of North America.
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HINTS 0N SOWING SEEI)S, HOT-BEDS, TRANSPLANTING, &c.
SOWING

SEEI)S.

HOT-BEI)S AND COLD FRAMES.

I R A N S P rlJ,A N I I N a .

VEGETABLE DEPAPTMENT,
A S P'A R A a U S .
This is a favorite vegetable with nearly edl. and almost every rural
funily has a bed`of it in their garden : there is always grcot Competition
among neighbors in cutting the first bunch of tbe season.
Conover'8 Colossal.-A new variety of very large size, and fine flavor.
Giant.-An old and favorite variety, producing abundantly.
Cut,TURN.-Soak the seed twenty-four hours jn warm water. and sow early
in Spring` in drills two inches deep and one foot apart from row to row. When
one o|. two years old, the formel. preferred, transplant into permanent beds.
The soil should be tiiot'oughly enniehed "ibh manure and salt, and the pt.nts
Eihould be set in trenches Bin inc`hes deep. and nine inches apart, placing the
crown of the root two inches below the surface. The soil can Scarcely be too

rich

BEANS-Dwar.f, Snap, op Bush.
D. )I. Ferry a Oo's Golden WaL=.-Ten da,ys curlier than any other
variety. Pods largo, long, bri'itle, and c%ffrezgr 8trfngze38, and ot a, beautiful,
ro.ch, golden etlaa; cozor-. The best for string beans, and equal to any dry,

Early Ohi]m Bed Eye.-Very enl.ly, and of fine quality; eEc®llent for
String beans` and good shelled.

Early lfohawk-One of the hardiest and most productf+® Of the dwarf
tre&ns. Will endure a light frost without injury, and continues a long time ill
bearing. if the green pods- are gathered of.en.

Ea,rly Bed Valentine.-A most excellent variety, uE!ed principally for
C o nove r' s

Col ossal.

E!n&ps` having round. fleshy pods, which remain for a long time brittle and
tender.

E± m]}ly six We®hf), or Newington wonder.-Thls ls one of the
®&rliest of all varieties.

Pods'small. round, produeed in bunehca

Early Bound Yellow Bi= W®®hi.-Very hardy, early and prollflc.
Early Long ¥ouow Sir Weohi.-Kldnoyftha,Pod: good producet.; profltoble for garden or
field culture.

E8rly B&che|.-A most excel]etit early Sort for string beaus. a.nd good chelled: pods` medium
she and I-ull; Beeds` dark brown with whlto end; very productive.

Oerm&n WaL=, Black-Sooded.-A vorioty Of great merit
highly recommended as a Btriug bean: pods, tradrsp&rent, waxy,
yctlow, thick and very t®nler. Beans are bla k when ripe.

German Wax, WhleoJSo®dod. -Identical with the prmeding, except in Color t7f seeds. whLi.h ate white.

B®fugco, or Thousand to One.-Hardy, and will endtiro a
llgh. frost. Excellent for iiickling in the pod.

Lngo Whi¢o Harrow, or Houtitain.-Most excellent vcr
riety for use when dry: good tor field cunure; very rich and
tendel., and very pr`eductive.

White Corn Hill. -Nearly identlcal with the Marrow; Of excellent quality. green or dry.

Royal I)warf, or Whitg Iidrey.-This is one Of the best
late kJnds, and for use when dry. is perhaps unexcolled.
Cut.nJRE.-Soon as danger. from froBe is over, sele>ct a warm,
dry, slieltei.ed spot; dig and manure thoroughly. make drius an
inch deep and twl feet Opal.I;. Drop the beans two inches apart iD
the drul8, and cover not more than an inch deep. Keep hoed,
whoa not wet, and the weeds killed.

]1

_

_
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Bush Bean.
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BEANS-Pole, ot' Running.
Dutch Case Knife.-This is the earliest variety of Pole Beans, used for snaps or Shelled: good
green or dry.
London Horticultural.~A standard variety for general cultivation ; used both in the pods
and shelled; also, good when dry.

Large White Lima.-It is a high runnel., and bears profusely until killed by frost, unless it
is dried up by T,he sun. In quality. it. is surpassed by no other variety.
CuLTURE -lf warm and dry, plant abttut the middle of April for an ea]`ly cl.op; and about the
first of May plant, Limas, and the othei. sorts for pi.incipal |.fop. Plant in llills four feet apart and
two inches deep. Manure freely, and set poles for them to run upon. `

BEET.
Early Turnip B assano.-An Italian variety, highly esteemed
on account of its extl.eme
earliness and delicious flat
Vor.

Early Blood Turnip.

-The standard early sort.
Blood-red, turnip - shaped,

Early Turnip Bassano.

Improved Early Blood Turnip.

Long Dark Blood.

Long Pod Mangel wurtzel.

with small top, tap-root; very tender, and good for early use and late keeping.
in every garden. however small.

It is indispensable

Improved EaLrly Blood Turnip.-An improvement on the preceding, by a careful selection
through a succession of years.

Egyptian Blood Turnip.-A new, early and superior varietyjfl`om Egypt. quite distinct,
very deep red. tender and delicious; in forln like the Flat Dutch Turnip; this variety will, without
doubt` prove a most valuable acquisttion.

Long I)ark Blood. -The common, long, Winter variety ; deep red ; grows to large size, mostly
in the ground: is sweet, tender, and keeps well.

Improved Long Dark Blood.-This has no superior: dbtained by long and careful selection.
French White Sugar.-Cultivated.largely for. stock feeding, and extraction of sugar.
French Yellow Sugar.-Similar in growth and forln to the pl.eceding.

Color, yellow.

CATALOGUE
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I.iaLne'8 Improved Inperial SugaLr.-This superb variety is the result Of a careful selection
tor several years of the French Imperial Suga,r Beet, by Mr. IIenry Lane, Of Velmont. Alter satisfactory trial, it is with the greates6 confident;e recommended, as being hardier, ml.e productive.
and containing a greater peroentage of sugar tlian the ordinary variety, and much better ndapted
for cultivation in this country, either for stock or the manufacture of sugar.

Iiong ]Bed rna,ngel Wurtzel.-A large, long variety, grown for stock feeding.

It stands a

good deal out of ground: col:r` light red; flesh. white and rose-colored; leaves, green, veined with
red. It is sometimes used for table when young.

Yenow Globe ;:'angel Wurtzol.-A large, round. orange-colored variety, of excellent qual
ity, which keeps better than the Long Red, and produces better Crops on shallow soil.
CtILTtrRE.-For early Beeits, sow as soon &s the ground win edmit, in drius, fourteen inches
apart, and thin to six incbes distant. For Wintel., sow about the mlddlo of Spring. Soak tbe
sae{l twenty-four hours in lukewam water before planting, and sow in freshly prepared ground.

BROCOLI.
/

A species of Cabb.go, resembling the Cauliflower, and should ty cultivated like the latter.

Early Paple Cape.-The best vndety for this climate.

IIeads, purple, close and compact.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS.
rmuces from sides Of stalk llttle cabba^ges one or two Inches in diameter.
Best Imported.-Good for Fall or Winter greens; break the leaves down in the Fall to glvo
the Sprouts room to grow.

CABBAGE.
Cabbages are eaten almost from the time they leave the seed-bed, untn they acquire a hard.
close heed: it iB a crop that can be put on every bit Of otherwise idle ground, and eaten when green,
ol. left to head on the coming off of other crops. and if there is a superabundance above the wants
of the family, nothing is better for the cow or the pig.

D. M. Ferry & Co's Extra Early York.-Earlier
than the Early Yo^rk, and lal.gel. than the Large York.

A

gcod early market
soul.

Early York.This is one of the
earliest : heads,
small, very tender,
and of excellent
flavor.

Early Large
Y o r k . - Larger,
and two weeks

later than the
Early York.

Hal`lyYork.

It en-

Early Wake field

dures the heat well, and on that account is s`,uited to the climate of the South.

Early Wakefleld. -¢rue Jersey variety).-This is a favorite variety with the market gardenere in thevicinityof NewYork. It is veryeal.ly, of medium
size, gcod quality,
and sure to head.

Early Sugar
Iioaf. -This has
conical heads, with
spoon-shaped
lea,veg. Of a pecu-

liar ashy, or bluishgreen color. Aflne

variety i or the
Northern States,
but in the South it

Early Sugar Loaf.

loses its flavor and
tenderness: is more
affectedbytheheat

Early Wnnigstadt.

CATALOGUE
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than most early varieties.

Earlywinnigstadt.This variety, all things considel.ed, is the best in cultivation, for general uj5e.

It comes both early and
late, is remarkably solid
and hal-d, even in Summer, and keeps well in hot
or cold weather.
The
heads are regularly conical, exceedingly full, and
of excellent quality.

Early Dwarf Flat Dutch.

Filderkraut.-Equally
good for early or late use; the variety used by Germans for
` Kraut. ` `

Filderkraut.

Early I)wart Flat Dutch.-Heads, good size, solid` fla.t on

top: it grows low on the stump, and is gL most excellent second early sort.

Eairly Drumhend.-An oval-headed variety Of free quality, .and very popular in the South.

Fottler's Early Drumhead.-Produces heads of large 'size and excellent quality; justly
esteemed one of the best in cultivation.

Imperial french Oxheart.-A most
excellent variety. coming in use after the
EarlyYork. It grows low on the stump, and

Early Drumhead

Fottler's Early Drumhead.

heads very close and firm, with but few loose leaves; color, light green.

Red I)uteh, or Pickling. -This is an esteemed sort for pickling. It is also shreded, and eaten
raw in vinegar.

Fine Blood Red.-An imported variety of remarkably deep blood-re,d color; a great favorite
with the Germans.

Stone reason marblehead.-This variety is characterized for its sweetness and delicacy of
flavor, and for its reliability for forming a large head, nearly every plant heading up fine and solid,
when well cultivated. It is very hardy. and win endure the cold of extreme Northern clinates;
one of the best for market use and general
purposes.

.

Savoy, Green Glob'e.

D. M. Ferry & Cols Premium Flat Dutch.

`

,Li±\.L^.^„ ..,, i,,.al

/ 'm
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Late Flat Dutch.-A low-growing variety; heads, large; a Fall or Winter sort, aiid a good
keeper.

D. M. Ferry & Co's Premium Flat Dutch -For Winter use, it has no superior.

With

good cultivation and favorable season, ninety-five in a hundred will head up hard and fine.

Large Drumheed.-A large Fall or Winter variety, with bl.oed, flat or round heads.
D. M. Ferry & Co's Premium Drumhead.-We have paid great attention to the improvement of the different varieties of Drumhead Cabbage, and offer this to the public, as being decidedly the best in cultivation, and we would particularly recouimend it to market gardeners and
growers for shipping purposes.

Marblehead Mammoth I)rumhead.-The largest C.abbage known, weighing, in some inStances, ovel`J|yse/ pot47.c!s. Under good culti`.atjon, acres ha,ve been grown at)erag£7tg oi er fJ.€r/y
pow7.cZs each head. The quality is fine, and flavoi. delicious ; is a reliable header, and one of the

best for. market gardeners.

Savoy, Green Globe.-This does not make a firm head, but the whole Of it being very tender
and pleasant-flavoi.|.d, is used for cooking; leaves, wrinkled and dark green; is very hardy, and iinproved by fro``t.

Savoy, Imprcived American.-Closely approaching the Cauliflo``'er in delicacy and dellcious flavor. The best of au tlie Savoys for general mai.ket or home use. It has a short stun`p,
gro``'s to a large size, is compact and solid, and a sure header. IIighly recommended.

Savoy, I)rumhead.-This variety grows to a large size, and is a very popular mar.ket variety, on account of its enormous size, attractive form and excellent flavor. IIends, nearty round,
a little flatt -`ned on the top ; color, dark green.
CuLTURE.-For Cabbages, the ground must be highly manured, deeply dug or plowed, and
tl]oroughly worked, to insure good, full sized heads. A heavy, moist and fresh loan is most suitable. The early sorts s[iould be sown very eal.ly, in hot-beds, and transplanted early ln tlie Spring.
In the milder climat . of the Southern States it is better to sow the seed of the eal.1y sorts in open
ground from middlei of September to middle Of October, and about the middle of November tl ansplant to cold f rames, where they are presel.ved through the Winter and set out early in the Spring.
Eighteeli inches to t,wo feet apar8 is the common distance. In transplanting, !he" owtrsj be sec {"
the g_roLun,d wp to the fu8t leaf , no nwhler how long the g±en rlwu be.
The late Autumn and Winter varieties may be sown in a seed bed. from the middle to the last
of Spring, and transplanted when about six inches high, to twenty-eight inches apart cac,h way.
Shnde and water the late sowings in dry weather, to get them up. It i8 important that the`plaflts
should stand thinly in the seed bed, or they will run up weak and slender., and be likely to make
long stumps.

dra£]Pnbgb:ge::,ht:I:}deab£E°teodt::e¥a:;ek:aacnhdt:ieeg?n:Edtg:;.ggq:e%rhaesa£?ew7H#nv£:;ghg::dwh±
well dug between and killed up. After they are partly hcadred, it is the practi¢6 of some gardeners
to lay them over on one side. Loosening the roots win sometime; retard tno bursting of full grown
heads.

To pl.eserve Cabbages dul.ing the Winter, pull them on a dry day, and ton
them Over on the heads a few hours, to ~drain. Set them out in a cool collar, or
bury them, with the head downwards, in long trenches, in a dry situation. In
the Mi`rldle States, bury the head and part of the stulnp in the open ground,
and place over them a light covering c>f straw and boards, to protect them in
severe weather.

CARROT.
The Carrot,, in its cultivated state, is generally served
at table boiled with meats; it also makes an excellent
ingredient for soups. As an agricultural rclot, it is Dot
surpassec| for feeding cattle and horses.

EarlySoarletHom.-Thisisthebestearlyvariety:
color, deep orange: fine-grained, and agreeably flavored.

Early, IIalf-I,cng Scarlet, Stuinp-Rooted.~Of
medium size; flesh, bright scarlet, brittle, and of fine
flavor.

Will do well in shallow soil.

New Intermodiat®.-Is very smooth, tapering
regularly to the root, and is used much as a second cat.ly,
coming in after Early Scarlet Horn.
E^arly: Half-Long
'Early Scarlet Horn.

I,ongorango.-Thestandardsort;suttable£ortheSca-rReot6t:tdu.mp=
table and main field crop.
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Improved IIong Orange -An improvement of the preceding` obtained by c `` reful selection foI. years, of tie best formed
and deepest colored roots.

Iiong Red Altringham. -A good table variety; small heart,
flesli I.ed, crisp and brittle.

Iiarge White Belgian. -Grows to a lal`ge size, one-third out
of gi.ound: flesh I.ather coarse , j`6 i`ajsecl t`xteiisjvel.y for stock.
COL,TURr..~Select a deep` sai]dy loam, mand ` i ich by manuring

the pi evitjus year; if freshly manured, the roi,ts often grow p aIongetl and in-shaped. If the seed be sown late in the Spring,
soak it a day or two in tepitl water, ar,d' I.oll it in dry aslies or
Plaster.
It will then get the Lstart of the weeds. Sow in drills,
fifteen inches aparb` and one inch deep, and press the eal.th
evenly over them.

CAULIFLOWER.
'This delicate veTf table is classed among the most dencfous.
It is a kind o£ CflbbaLge, with long, pale green leavf s, and a close,
curly bea 1` formed of the flower buds, befoi.e they shoot up to
seed.

Early I-ondon.~This is a standard variety : ``ery t` nder. and
quite early; heeds, compact, solid, and of delicious flavor; good
for genel.al use.

Extra Early Paris. -A in;st excellent FI`ench variety, and
the popular early sort in the Paris markets.

Heads, lal.ge, white,

compact and soHd, Of excellent flavol., tendei' and delicious.
Leaves, large; stalk, short. Being sd early, it niust always be a

favorite, especially with market gardeners.

Longorange

Early Paris.-Sindlar to the preceding, though Dot quite so
early. For the home garden, and generd family use, it probably
has no superior.

Early Erfurt.-One of the best in
general cultivation ; very dwarf : beads,
la].ge and firm ; pure white, and of delicious
flavor.

Early Walcheren. -An excelleflt vari-

::.% f:°a:-dG£::da;i-i': ti:::i :e;i-an3:=d-0-:`: €i:g-; LaE%fg¥nh.'te
climate; very early, with close, compact heads; a general
favorite.

Nonpared -Heads` large, compact, tender and deljcious` and is a sure header.

I-ate IIondon.~Differs but very little from the Early
London in form and growth, but js later; a good header, and
a desirable variety, coming in after tlie above.
Ct71.TURE.-For e`arly use, sow in hot-bed about the middle

Of Februa,ry` and transplant as soon as the gi.ound can be
worked. For Autumn or Winter crop, sow about the middle
of Spring, and transplant like Winter Cabbages, Hoe deep and often, and water freely.
Cauliflower.

CELERY.
Celery is one of the most popular salads used in this country The stalks, when propel.ly cultivated and blanched, are sweet,. mild and crispy, be].ng very palatable either in a raw or cooked
state. Succeeds web throughout the Northern and Middle States, and` in the vicinity of our large
cities, is produced of remarkable size and excellence.

Crawford's Half-I)warf.-This variety is now groun more extensively than any other by
the rna,rket ga]`(1eners wlio s{ipply the New York City markets. and is the kind found on the tables
of all fit.tt-class hotels.
Whep blanched, it is of I.at,her a yellowish-white, and is entirely solid.
possessing the mutt.v flavo`r peeuliar to the dwarf kinds, while it has much more vigor of g-rowth,

surpassing most of the large-growing sorts in weight of bunch, when grown under the same conditions. We think it the best Celery grown, either for private use, or for rml.ket.

\
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Large Green.-While young, the flesh is tender and delicate, possessing the combined flavor
®f 'the
Cabbage and Turnip.
CULTURE.-Cultivate
same as Cabbage. only that in earthing up the plant. be careful not to

Last Qua,rtNewMoot

Cover the globular part.

539mo.
527mo.
515mo.
5
3mo.
Full M|,on..24155mo.143mo.131mo.119mo.
Last Quart er30 6 9eve.
557eve.
545eve.
533eve.

IIondon Flag..-A lot.ge and strong plant, with broad leaves, growing only on two sides, llk®
the F]ag. This val.iety is ]ai.gely cultivated.
Ct7LTURE.-Sow early in Spring` in dril]B fourteen inches apart, and thin to six inches.
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They should be used before they have attained their full growth.

LEEK.

428mo.
038mo.
452eve.
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Hoe
often, drawing the earth close up to them. If desired to blanch them very white, transplant into
trenches, and earth up as they grow, like Celery.

LETTUCE.
Simpson's Early Curled.-One of the best early sorts for market or family use. Leaves
beautifuuy ci`imped, dal`k green, very tender and crisp.

Feny's Early Prize Heed.-The best Lettuce known for family use. It forms a mammoth

'head, and remains tender and crisp throughout the seas.on; is prompt to head, but slow to run up
'to seed; of superb flavor, and very hardy.
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Ferry's Early Prize Head.

IIanson.-Heads of very lal.ge size, tender and crisp
•even to the outer leaves. and free from any bitter tastei
has few superiors
for family use.

Early White

IIead.-An ex.
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cellent variety for
hot-bed culture.as
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early and hardy.
Heads, small,
white, crisp, very
compact, and
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well as open air:
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Early whlte Head.

closely cab.baged.

Early Curled Silesia.-An early.variety of very strong growth; leaves, large, light yellow,
wi`inkled.

It makes a large` loose head, of fair qualit,y.

Frank fort Head.-A dai`k gi.een, curled variety, with close, round heads, which cut open
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finely blanched and very crisp
drgly.

It remains a long time in head; seeds, black, produced very spar-

Large I)rumhea.d.-Heeds, remarkably large, somewhat flattened, compact ; pale green
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without, and white at the center; crisp and tender: one of the finest Summer varieties ; seeds white.
CuLTURE -A very rich soil is necessary to produce fine head Lettuce. Its crisp and tender quadity depends very much on a luxuriant and vigorous gl.owth. The earliest s.owing may be made in
March, under glass, with slight heat. Keep the Plants thin, and admit plenty of air to the frame
every fine day. For later supplies` sow in the open ground as soon a8 the,season will permit; trans-

plant, or thin out the plants gradually to a foot apart, and keep well cultivated. The early varieties, if sown ear.ly in the Spring, are apt to run up quickly to seed, so tbo head varieties are more
suitable for Summer use.
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First Quar.tei.

NEW YORK. WASHING'N CHARLES'N.
H.M.

4 59 eve.
4 55 eve.

Full 1\1 \'oll . .

8 '.-,I, mo.

Last Quarter

41mo.
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New White Japan.-A variety from Japan; sweet, thin-skinned and early.

4 35 eve.
4 :jl eve.
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Color of ,fru!tr

ci.earn-v hite: flesh, thick; s':ze. medium, and nearly round.

Early Yellow Canteloupe. -This val.iety is earlier th.lil the greei]-

H.M.

4 47 eve.
4 43 eve.
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fieshed sol`ts: of good size` neai`ly I.ound, netted, and slightly i`ibbed: flesl`,
sallnon-coloi.ed, thii.k, and musk-flavol-ed.

Skillman's Fine Netted. --This is a small, I.ough, I)etted variety,
flaLtteniid i\.t tlle encls: flesh, g].een` vei.y thick. firm, sugary` and of deli-

cious flavoi..

Among the i-ai.liest of the gi.een-fleshed Meloiis.

Greeh Nutmeg.~The standtlr(1 sol't.

Fi.nit. oval, g``od size thi kly

netted: flesh` light g'i.een` rich, sweet, meltilig, and highly perfumed: olie
of the fiiiest.

Green Nutmeg, Improved.-`We llave given particular attenti``n to
SkHlman'sFmeNetted the cultivat,on an(I improv-eme+1t of this vai.jet.y. an(I jt is justly regal.ded
as the "e p/"8 tt7frcb ot its species. It is of large s;ze, thickly netted, and deeply i`ibbed; flesh, deep

green, rich, sweet, melting, and of delicious flavol..
A11en's

Superb.~A lai`ge, thickly netted.

gI`een fleshe(I `'aiiety t)f most siigary fl.a,ivor; eal.ly,
a long time i,I season, and dot s not I oL on the vines

Ca,saba.-OIie of the best and }argest sol.ts,
weighing from twelve to fifteen pounds. Flesh,
green, sweet and melting.

Green I'ersian. --Long, oval-shaped; skin,
very thin and delicate; fles]i, extl'emely tendel.,
I.ich, and flowi copiously with a cool juice, which
renders it very delicious.

IIong Yellow.-This is a large variety; long,
oval shape, deeply ribbed ; flesli ` thick` light salmonco\ored. and of peculiar musky fltivor. This kind is
used in its green state f`ir . I Mangoes."
CuLTURE.-Plant in hills six feet apart each ``.ay, eight or ten seeds in each, and thin out to
thl.ee or four plants when well `ip. To grow good Meloi]s. the hills should be I)I.er`ared by digging
out the soil fi`om one and c` half to two feel (1rep and two or three feet broacl; atld a very libel.al
quantit.y of the beet decomposed stal)le manui`e, an(1 mix won with the soil. flllilig up a little above
the general level. By this mo(1e, goer Melons may t a I.ajsetl on almost a`jy soil. Seeds should not
be put into the hhls until the weather bt`conles settlerl and ``-cii`m.

fi!:'Sf:::::

MELON, WATER._
Early Jersey.~ One of the
earliest variet:es gi.own. Above
the medium size, oval-round,
dal.k green. striped with lighter
sha(les. Flesh, scarlet, sol d,fine- q`
grained, vei.y sweet and juicy.

Black Spanish. -Rout?d,
very dark green, with seal.let
flesh `and black si\eds.

•uop!.,e"
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Mountain Sweet.

I.ong Island.~This is the
var].ety commonly grown

for

New York marl`-pt. and is nitli.r I-r>unrl or long; flesh. red: seeds!, dal`k gi.ey. It is a Popular val.iety.
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It is not

so lal'ge as sonie of the other
sorts, but has a very thin rind,
and a rich` sugary flavor.

REountain Sweet.-A l{1,rg.. jolig, oval variety: skin, striped and marbled with different
shades of green; flesh, scarlet, ant] quite solid to the centei..
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Mountain Sprout.-A large, long, striped variety, with bright scarlet flesh, dnd drab-colored
seeds.

D. ". Ferry 8z C}o'B Peerless.-This i.s unq:nest:.bnchly the best Water Mezon in cultivativro.
Of medium size, thin rind, light molt?ed green ; fle`h, bright sca` let. solid to the center, crisp, meltirig. and sweet as hone.v. Cur stock of this variety all came fl.om one Melon, selected several years
ago.
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Citrori.~Employed in making preserves;
grows uniformly round and smooth, striped and
marbled with light green ; flesh, white and solid ;
seeds, red.
CuLTURE.-They require a light sandy soily
not over rich. Plant them in hills as clirected
for Musk Melons, giving them more room,, as
their vines extend much farther. Seed two years,
old is preferred for planting. If they al`e wanted
of a lai`ge size, three or four Melons from each
plant will be sufficient,, and when only one is allowed to grow from each plant, they will grow
to twenty or thii.ty pounds weight each. If theyare planted near other varieties of vines, they
D. M. Ferry & Co's Peerless.

will hybridize, and greatly injure the flavor cf
the fruit.

MUSTARD.
White English.-This is the kind usually pl'eferred for salad. The leaves ai`e light green,
mild and tender, when young; seed, light yellow.

Brown Italian. -This is a larger plant than the preceding, with much darker leaves; seed,.
brown, and more pungent.
CuLTURE.-This salad is cultivated in the same manner as CI.ess, at all times of the season ; sow
every week or two, either in beds or drills, or for early use, in hot-beds, or in boxes in the windows of a warm room. The seeds should be covered very slightly, and frequently watel.ed, asr
moisture is indispensable to its growth.

NASTU RT I U M .
Tall Mixed.-A native of Peru, cultivated both for use and ol`nament. Its beautiful, orangecolored flowers servo as a garnish for dishes, and the young leaves are excenent for salads. The
flower buds, scarcely formed, and the green seed pods preserved in vinegar, make a pickle greatly
esteemed by many.
CumuRE.-Sow early in Spring, in drins one inch deep; they should be sown by the side of a
fence, trellis work, or some other support, to climb upon.
ainost any situation, but are more productive in a light soil.

They will thrive in good gI.ound im

OKRA.
Tall White.-About six feet high; pods, eight to ten inches long, an inch and a half thick atthe stem, tapering to a point.
Dwarf White.-Two and a half feet high-: peds` a foot long; very productive i is said to produce pods at every joint.
CuLTURE --The seeds are sown thinly. in dry, warm soil, in shp\llow drills two feet apart. Cover

the seeds lightly. After the plants are up, thin them out to nine inches apart; hoe frequently, and
draw a little earth to the stems as they continue to grow. Gather the pods when quite green, and.
about an inch and a half long.

ONION.
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to disappoir.i t]ue purchaser.
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Iiarge Red Wethersfleld.-This is the standard variety, and the favorite OnioD in the east, where immense
crops ai`e grown fol. shipment. Large size; skin, deep pur.
plish-red; moderately fine-grained, and stronger-flavol.ed
than any of the other kinds. Very productive, the best
keeper, and one of the most popular for general cultivation.

Yellow I)anvers.-A fine variety, ol.iginated in South
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P o rtu gal.

Danvers, Mass.

Above the medium size, globular in form:

;kin, ;e-i'iowi-Si-.br-;`-v-n ;-fl-;s`hr|;a;t-eT suu-gv; ;`,V V£.:`p;:a:i;eu,I;

mild, and well-flavored ; a good producer, frequently producing six hundred bushels to-the acre,
from seed sown in the Spi.ing.

White Portugal.-A large, flat Onion: skin loose; of a mild flavor; fine for early Winter use,
and much esteemed for pickling, when small. It is not so good a keeper as some other varieties.

White Silver Skin, for Pickling.-This is of small size, silvery white, and used a:most entirely for pickl].ng, on account of its small size, handsome appearance, and mild flavor.
9f q!! th_e vouriou8 modes of propapati,orb` Sow.[ng the seed for a main.crop, de8erve8 the fuck
ronlc. _ Its c_heapne8s. compared with other modes, the factl,ilo with which tt i8 sou;ed;` the ewly-8ca
8.cm when _the oroi} may be gcblhered in, ond t:fie s'uperto 1`, fune bulbs whtoh tt produces, reconunchd it
to ge"eral "€e. But whatever the mode of propagation, the cultivator cannot expect remunerative
crops, unless he bestows careful attention on the selection of seed. SEED GRowN Ih' THE NORng
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wln BE pRETTy SURE TO pRODucE BETTER oNloNs WEEN sowN IN THE sOuTHEEN sTATEs, TmN sOuTH-
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ONIONS-IIOW WE RAISE THEM.
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PARSLEY.
Fine Triple curled.-A fine, dwarflsh, curled variety, long cultivated in England.

In some

gardens it is !ri.t)wn ill such perfection as to resemble a tuft of finely curled moss. It is hardy; and
slow in running to seed, but liable to degenerate, as it Constahtly tends to increase in size, and fo
become less ciir;ed.
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Fine Triple Curled.
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PARSNIP.
Long White I)utah, or Sugar.-Roots, very long, white, smooth, tender,
sugay, and most excellently flavored. It keeps through the Winter perfectly
well, where grown without protection.
Hollow Crown. -Roots, oblong, ending somewhat abl`uptly, with a small
tap root: grows mostly below the surface`; has a very smooth, clean skin, and is
easily distinguished by the leaves arising fro.in a cavity on tlie top or ci`own of
tbe root.
Cur.TURE.-It succeeds best in a rich, sandy loam. Sow early in the Spring,
in drills tolerably deep ; scatter the seeds thinly, and cover evenly with the rake.
After tbe appearance of the plant, the soil must be stirred frequently, until the
leaves cover the ground. The seed is slow to germinate, and is frequently a
long time in coming up`
Hollow Crown.

PEAS.
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SEEDS.

CuLTURE.-Parsley loves a rich, and
tolerably deep soil. Soot is a manure very
congenial, and may be added to the compost. Soak the seed a few houi.s in tepid
water` and sow early in the Spring, in one
foot drills; thin out the plants to three or
four inches apart: a single i`ow forms a
Very good edging for beds oi` walks. The
seed gel.minutes very slowly, and sometimes two or three weeks will elapse before the plants make their appearance. It
often falls entirely in dry weather.
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I ` M. Ferry & Co's Extra Early.-This has proved under oul. own growing, to be as early,
if not +rHE EARLIEST PHA we have yet seen, coming in a week earlier than many highly puffed varieties.

Grows two and a half feet high, yields well, and ripens evenly.

rfo5s a;¢r3.e£2/ cct727Dof be too

lkyhky recommended to marlcct gardeners, who lhue in the a;iicintty of large cities` who wbsl to hcowe
i:he earliest Green Peas in the mcurhef . To such persons, a few days rl\c.ke a vast difference in the
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Oarter's First Crop.-This is an English variety, and has been grown in this country several
years, and ranks amol]g the earliest Peas, but we fail to discover any superiority over our Erfua,
Early. It grows two and a half feet high, is very prolific, and of good flavor.
~[1i,:„
Extra Early Kent.-This is a very early variety,`
gI`owing about two and a half feet high. Pods well fll:ed
with good-sized Peas; productive, ripening nearly all at,
once. An early mc\.rT=et variety tt7he" fro.a, but has greatly
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degenerated of late years.

Ottr stock €s €9'`tce.

Early Daniel O'Rourke.-This was at one time,
considered the earliest sort, but has now been superseded
by much better new vai.ieties, and we cannot recommend it.
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Tom Thumb.-Plants of remarkably low growthn
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seldom exceeding one foot in height: fine flavor, very
productive.
It may be cultivrited in rows ten inches,
apart. No sticks required.
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'two very desiral]le qualities not possessed together in any-

Mcllean's Little Geln.-This variety combines.,
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other Pea, being very I>wARF and GREEN WRINKLEI).

When in a green state, it is very l&rge and of delicious:
flavor, being full of rich, saccharine matter. It is one off
the earliest varieties, gi.ows about one foot high, and is
really a very valuable acquisition.
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Bishop's Early Dwarf.~A very prolific cnd re-
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Champ;on of England.

markably dwarf variety, gI.owing only about one fooe
high. Pods, short and broad, mostlr Contain;?ig four or
five Peas; seed` yellow: about one week lf er than the
Extra Forly Kent lt continues longer i. bearing than
' -" -"fa
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most others. Plant early, in drills two feet apart, and lay them over by hilling up higher on one
tide, in the course of cultivation.

Bishop's Long Pod Dwarf.-This is the most productive English dwarf Pea grown, producing a grea,t many pods to the stem, containing a great many white Peas, of excellent quality;
grows one and a half feet high; very early, and an abundant bearer.
Iivarf Champion.-This Pea wqgr`e7w the last few seasons in limited quantities, and is an
entirely new and distinct variety, never having appeal.ed in the c&talogues of English or American
seedsmen
lt is ln quality and flavor equal to the champtom of England, and is quite dwarf, growing only one foot high. Color, white; much shriveled and inderited, and of exceedingly ridy
sugary flavor. Th e tlriiik it quito equal to MCLean`s Little atom ln all respects, except in point Of
earliness, it being some ten days later.

Mclican's Advancer.-A green, winkled va,riety, about two and a half feet high, with lug
pods, which are abundantly produced, and well filled to the end. Nearly as early 'as the Extra
Early Kent, and of most excellent flavcm. An Engfish varlrty. and htrhly recommended.
• Yorkshire IIero.-A fine, white, wrfukled Pea, very prolific, quite early, and of delicious fla.
vor; grows &t`out two and a ha,If feet high, and keeps a long time in season, in fact, never becomes
hard. The seed, when ripe, is Of a clcamytwhite colol., mush shriveled and indeuted, and in its
green state, is unsurpassed in sweetness and delicate flavor.

Champion of England.-Universally admitted to be one of the richest and besLflavored
Peas grown, and very productive. Height,. four to five feet; seed. whitish-green, and much shrivele(I. We consider this in quanty, equal to any in cultivation, either for the amateur or market
gardenel., and ``-ill always sell, green, better than any other variety.

Iiarge Blue Imperial.-About three feet high, and very stl.ong. Pods, larg`, long, pointed,
rather flat, containing eight or nine Peas. Seed, lal.ge. blue, and a little flattened. A good bearer.,
and one of the best vai.ieties for Summer use, but requires to be planted early, as they ``.ill be apt
to mildew.

Large White Marrowfat.-Is an American variety, and cultivated more extensively for the
Summer ci-op, than all the others. About five feet high, of strong growth. Pods, large, round.
I.ough, ]tght colored. and well filled: seed, large. round` and yellcrv oi. white, according to the soil
in which the.y are g]`own. This variety is so i`tell known that it is needless to speak of its good qualities. It is excellent for Summer use, and undoubtedly the greatest bearer in the field or garden.

Iiarge Black-Eyed Marrowfat.-An excellent variety, growing about five feet high : pods,
large and fu I: a prolific bearer, and can be recommended as one of the ver;-best MaITowfat varieties.

CuLTURE.-Sow as early ip the Spring as the groi]nd can be worked, in double rows, thl.ee or
four feet apart, and cover two and a half or t]]ree inches deep. .If dry, soak the seed a few hours
Pefere plo.nting. T]Ie crop sho`izcz be gatherecg as fast as 5t be:om-@8 fit-for use. 1£ ody a fev pods
begin to i'ipen, youi]g pods will not only cease to form, but those partly advanced will cease to
enlarge

PEPPER.
Large Squa,sh.-Large and thick ; flat,
tomato-shaped : fluit, compressed, more or
less ribbed; skin, smooth and glossy ; flesh`
mild and pleasant to the tast,e; vet.y producti`'e, and the best variety for i`iickling alone.

Large Bell, or Bull Nose.-A very
t`rge sort, of squa,re form` mild, thick and
hard; suit,able for filling with cabbage, &c.,
and for a stuffed pickle.

Sweet Mountain. -Nearly identical
with the preceding, though pei.!]aps some-

what larger.
CinTURE.-Sow early, in a l]ot-bed, or in
Large Squash.
the -oie-n--;ou:a, i:-;-`s'e;-a ~b;'dv,V ;;;|tv`thT; Bell, or BUH Nose.
middle of Spring, in light, warm ground. Transplant, \+.hen three inches hip,h, one foot apart, in
eighteen-inch dri]ls, and earth up a little at one or two hoeing§. Guano. hen dung, or any othel.
bird manul.e applied to the surface and hoed in, when the plants are about six inches high, will
be found to increase the product wonderfully.
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rich and light by some good, strong manure, will be most likely to afford
them brittle and free fromworms. Sow
in twelve-inch drills, and thin to two or
three inches apart. The` plants should
be copiously watered in dry weather,
which tends to their rapid growth, thus
seoul.ing their excellent qualities.
It 8:hould be borne in r;..`a.ryld that Rad~
drhe8 m!urst have Dle:n;ky Of room, a;nd be

grown q:wichiu, or they win inngaridbTy
be tough ound wormiu .

Rhubarb ;ri;ie plant

Scarlet china, Winter.

Long Black

RHUBARB, or' PIE PLANT.
Giant.-This is a very large and late, green variety, ``'ith round

Stalks of great length and thickness: pro(1uces a succession of stalks the whole season; heldjn high
estimation by market gardeners.
CULTLtRE.-Rhubarb succeeds best in deep, somewhat retentive soil. The richer its conclition,
and the deeper it is stiri.ed, the better. Sow in drills an inch deep, and thin out the plants to six
inches apart In the Fall trench a piece of ground, and manure it well; then transplant the young
Plants into it three feet apart each way. Cover with leaves or litter the first Winter, and give a,
dressing of coarse manure every Fall. The seed cannot be relied upon for the reprodi`.ction of the
same variety. The stalks should not be plucked till the third yeal., and the>
plant never allowed to exhaust itself by running to seed.

SALSIFY, or] VEGETABLE OYSTER.
CuLTL.RE -This plant succeeds best in a, light, well enriched s;oil, which, previous to sowing. should bc stirred to the depth of twelve or fourteen inches.
Sow the seed in drills, half an inch deep, and two inches apart, eal.ly in the
Spring. Thin them out, when an inch high` to four or six inches apart. Keep
them free from weeds. giving them the general culture of carrots. They are
perfectly hardy, and may remain out all Winter. Store a qurmtity for use.
packed in earth or sand. Those I.emaining in
the ground, should be dug befoi.e coinmencing
growth in the Spring.

SPINAGE.
fround Summer.-This variety is generally preferred for early sowing, and is the most
popular with our market gardeners. Leavec{,
Salsify.

large, thick and fleshy. Not quite so hardy as
the pi.ick|y, but stancls the winter very wen.
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Prickly Winter.
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Prickly, Winter.-The hardiest variety, and will withstand the severest weather, with arty
a Slight protection of leaves or straw. The seed is prickly, leaves triangular, oblong, or ~-

Early White Bush Scallop.-Identical with the preceding,
except in color, being white.

Summer Crookneck.-The ricbest and best sort for SumEarly Bush Scallop.

mer; very early and productive. It is small, crooked neck, covered with warty excresences, the more the better; color, bright
yauow ; shell, vel`y hard when ripe.

43

inch deep. Keep

SQUASH.
variety ; color, light yellow ; flesh, tolerably fine-grained and wellflavored; very produetive ; used when young and tender for boiling,
and at maturity foi` making pies.

SEEDS.

in the Spring until all danger from I roBt is past
and the ground is warm and thoroughly ae€tied. The hills
should be made
from eight to
ten inches in
depth, manured
well, and covered
about threeI ourths of an

.shaped. It is employed for Fall sowing.
CL'LTLTRE.-For Summer use, sow in very rich ground, the richer the better, in early Spring. in
drills one foot apart. Thin by degrees, commencing when the leaves are an inch wide, and conitinue i`egulai.ly till the plants stand six inches apart. Tbis sowing must be cut before the approach
•of hot weather` `ol. it will run to seed. For eal`ly Spring use, the seed should be sown early in Au`tumn, and every two weeks thereafter, if a succession is desired. In the Northern States, the
•plants will require a slight protection Of leaves or straw, tbut in the Souther States, no protection is
!necessary, and they will continue their growth most of the Winter.

Early Yellow Bush Scallop.~An early, flat, scallop-chaped

OF

the earth about
the plants loose
Butman.
and clean` I.emoving the surplus vines from time to time, allowing
not more than three plants to a hill.

TOBACCO.
Connecticut Seed I.eaf.-The Tobacco is a plant too well
known in its use to require much descri|)tion. The Connecticut Seed
Leaf is the vai.iety best adapted to the climate of the Middle and
Connecticut Seed Leaf.
Northel.n States, as it is more hardy, and endures the cold better.

;ho::{#eeatfetne:e:avnagr::t::Sf:::y±:3:::i.A¥oeosde;Ta:h£°su::?eu:`:nq:::]t¥tyinofthberL:sph¥:da£]::r£E`:
the Spring, on the ground intended for the seed bed, then dig and thoroughly pulverize the earth,
and mix with the ashes, after whicli the seed bed may be sown and covered very ligh'tly. When
the plants ai.e about six inches high, transplant into rows six f eet apart each way, and cultivate
thoroughly with plow and hoe.

TOMATO.

Hubbard's Early Curled Iieaf.-rfae eclrz6es€ t7cbrc.e£" ¢7}oto",. medium size, irregular in fom,
bright red, of exjellent flavor. and very productive. The plant is quite dwarf, and the leaves are
Crimped and curled, and look as though they were suffering from excessive heat. Best for first crop.

Summer crookneck,

Boston Marrow.

Marblehead.-About the size of the Hubbard, with shell of bluish.green, and bright oinnge
flesh.

Requires the whole season to mature.

Boston Marrow.-Of oval form, skin, thin; when ripe, bright orange;`flesh, rich sallnon
yellow, \very dry, fine-grained, and fol. sweetness and excellence, unsurpassed.

Winter Crookneek.-A kind cultivated for Fall and Winter: necks„ long and solid; color.
gale yellow` the deeper the better.
Crop for feeding bogs.

It yields well, and is excellent for pies; valuable also as a fanin

Hubbard.-This is a superior
variety, and the best Winter Squash
kflown; flesh, bright orange yellow.
flue-gi.aimed, vel`y dry, sweet and
rich-flavort`d ; keeps perfectly good

throughout tlie Winter; boils or
bakes exceedingly dry, and is esteemed by many to be as good baked
as the Sweet Potato.

Butman.-The flesh is between
a salmon and a lemon color. It hasl
all the qualities of a first class SquaslL
beiiig very dry, fine-grained, and of
excellent flavoi.; it lias somewhat
Hubbard.

the flavor of the Summer Squashes.
Medium in size, light stone, striped

and blotched with distinct cream color.
CuLTURE.-Any good` enriched soil is adapted to the growth of the Squasha They only thrive
well in a warm temperature, as all the varieties are tender annuals; the seed should not be sown

Ferry's lmspmr:::f a:rJy Large
Early Conqueror.

Ferry's Improved Early Large Smooth
Red.-A valuable variety; medium size, oval form.
fair skin. deep crimson, very productive, and of excellent flavor.

r/tis ts ome a/ !/`e c¢?.J€esf t;are.e/Gee

lenowi., c.ltd coil.e8 into market ten dcliys bofo're the
Large Red: i8 perfectly s:rr.ooth on its stlrface` solkd`
clmd Of uniform Size, cmd is |]artdcqtzai`ly reecrmorundec|
to 7runrket gardene.`s for gene:rat ci.op .

Early Conqueror.-The product of o7.e acre a/
this a;arietu. three uears ago` was over one thousand
bush`_'18 o£ TomE`toes` ail put into nLarlcet before most

other sorts had begun to ripen. We do not think it
has been surpassed, if indeed equaled, for a large-producing, well-formed, smooth, handsome, eal.ly Tomato for market or family use.
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leaves in shabe; flesh` fine-graihed` and of exceedingly rich, buttery flavor; a purely American
Variety. Of this q]ari,edy, ue hcowestecl eight hundi`ecl liushels ()f seed, i,n o"2 season, gTowm frcyrr.
se|eL,ted bull)s. set owl in the Spring, on our own Seed FCL:nn.

Large White Flat Nor folk.-A standard sort for field

Early white Flat Dutch.

Gen. Grant.-This is a good variety for canning purposes ; above the medium size, growing iB

Pomeranean white Globe.

culture, and isi exteiisively grown all over the world for stock feeding. It is round, flat: color,
white; ot.ten a.tiains to a veiy large size. The seed should be sown a little earlier than tlle table
sorts. It is allowed to stand out during the Winter at the South and Sodtbwest. where the tops are
used for greens.

Red Top Flat Norfolk.-A handsome, flat shaped root, purple above ground` with small top

Clusters; form, round, slightly flattened, very regular, symmetrical, and but little ribbed. Color,
brilliant, glossy crimson: flesh, firm, solid, coloring well lip to the stem. It riper.s early, bears
carriage well, keeps in good condition a long time, and is of excellent flavor.
C
IIarge Red.-A standard variety; fruit, somewhat flattened. inclining to globular in its gen-

and tap root. An excellent variety` grown both for table use and stock, differing but little in
shape from the Strap.Leaved, except in the foim of the leaf. though ni`,t of so fine a quality.

eral outline; large size: skill, deep crimson; flesh, bright pink` or rose color.
CL'LTURE.-The Tomato is I.aised from seed, which should be sown in a hot-bed in Mai.ch, or in

I`oots will frequently grow to twelve pounds in weight., it is of the most perfect globe shape: skiD,
white and smooth: leaves` dal`k gi.een, and of strong gi`owth.

pots in a warm window. They should be started as eat.Iy, and for.warded as rapidly as possible,
whether by hot-bed or open air culture. When about two inches high. t,hey sllould be transplanted.
in single plants. to wal.in, light, rich soil. Water freely, at the time of transplanting, and shelter
from the sun a few days` or until well established. Ti`ain upon trellis `i'ork, or support by driving
stieks in the grouncl, and tying to them.

TURNIP.
Early White Stone.-This is an English gal.den variety, of round shape, firm texture` quick
growth, medium size, and is cultivated coiisidei.ably as an early market variety.

Early White Flat Dutch.~A medi``m sized, white, flat Turnip` of quick growth, juicy, and
of excellent quality when young; sow in Spring oi. Fall. It is (lesigned for table use, and is spongy
and illferioi. when overgrown.

I'omeranean White Globe. -Is one of the most productive kinds; in good, rieh soil, the
Irfurge Alnber Globe.-One of the best varieties. either for table use or for a field crop for
stock. Flesh, yellow, fine-gi.aimed and sweet. color of skin, yellow` with green top. Hardy, keeps
well, a good cropper, and grows to a very large size. Very popular in the Southern States.

Purple Top Yellow Aberdeen.-Roots, medium size, round form ; flesb, pale yellow, tender
ancl sugary: hardy and pi`oductive, and keeps well. It is an old, esteemed variety, considered as
approachiiig very near:y to the Ruta Baga in hardiness and firmness of texture.

Yellow Swede, or Ruta Baga.-This and tlle following form ai distinct cla,ss, ar)d should be
so\vn at least a month eat.liei.. Shape, oblong: dull reddlsh color above ground, and yellow underneath; it is hardier than the common Turnip, and will keep solid till Spring.

Carter's Imperial Hardy Purple Top Yellow Ruta Baga.-A most excell;nt sort for
eithertable use oi. feeding stock. Flesh, yellow, solid, fii`m, sweet and rich.
yields heavily, with no tendency to lc)ng liecks.

D. in. Ferry & Co's Improved Purple Top Yellow Ruta Baga.-The best variety of
Swedish Turnip in cultivation; hardy and
productive: flesh` yellow, of solid texture,
sweet and well-flavored; shape, slightly oblong, terminatit]g abi7uptly with no sidei or
bottom .roots; color` deep purple above, and
bright yellow under the ground ; leaves, small,
light green, with little or Ilo neck; the most
perfect in form` the richest in flavor, and the
best in evel'y I.espect.

Early White Flat Dutch, Strap-Leaved.-A most excellent, early, garden variety, much used in the Southern
States. Is sure to bottom, and makes a very sweet, tender a,nd
rich early table sort.
The seed we offer is our
own gxpwing, from selected bulbs.

Early Purple Top,
Strap-Leaved.-This is
very similar to the preceding, except in the
color, being purple or
dal.kred on the top. The
seed of tliis variety is
imported.

DbulMrp,FeerTr:p¥sct::;.'Lmeparv°evded

D.M.Feny & Co's

Improved Purple
Top, Strap-I.ea,ved.-This is a very early val.iety. and is rap-

idly taking the pl`ice of all other Flat Turnips tor table use; form, round, flat, medium size: very
small top, with but few leaves, ``.hich are of entire upright growth, inore I.esem`)ling IIorseradish

It is a hardy sort.

Sweet Russian, or White Ruta Baga.

-This variety is a most excellent kind, either
for the table or stock. It gi.ows to a very
large size; flesh, white. solid` firm texture,
D. M. Ferry & Co's Improved Purple Top
Yellow Ruta Baga

sweet and rich; keeps better than any of the
preceding. and is becoming very popular
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CULTURE.-All the sorts are propagated by seeds, which should be sown where the plants are
to remain, as they do not succeed well when ti.ansplanted. Sow in drills fourteen inches apart,
and half an inch deep, or broadcast, and be sure to liave the ground freshly dug before sowing.
Keep them Perfectly free fi.om weeds, aiid when the bottoms begin to enlarge, brush awa}' tile
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earth from about the roots to the depth of half an inch or more, and give them a light d'I.essrng of
wood ashes. This is the surest mode of obtaining fair and smooth Tui.nips in old gardens, where
they are almost certain to gro``. wormy if the eai.th is allowed to remain in contnct with the roots.
For the Spring and Summer crops, it is important to get them started very early, so that they may
have time to grow to sufficient size before the hot weather, when they will soon become tough and
strong.

RTTA BAGAS.-The Ruta Baga is usually sown from the 20th of June till the 15th of July,
in two feet drills, and thinned to ten inches apart. It is necessary that the gI.ound should be dry,
and made very rich. To preserve Turnips in good order for Winter, store them in barrels placed
aloDgside the walls of a cool cellar, and covel. them with sand or turf , to keep them fresh. Another
method is to cut the leaves off half an in,ch from the bulb, put them in a cellar or dry pit, arid
oover with straw, and then earth over to the depth of eight or ten inches. Thus protected, they
will keep well till Spring.
For feeding stock in Fail cund Winter, there is rrothing 8'uperior to Turnd,p8 and RLita Baga8 ,.
and theg| wiu giveid c. larger arroacat Of food than ainco8t cmuthing ctse on the ca;me apace Of ground.
We caTmct too eourme8tky recommer.a fct:rme'r8 to largeky druerease tlueir sowing8, for we are Sure no
co.clp will p`rove mo're re'rnunerctive.

HERBS.
Sage.-It has a fragrant Smell, and a warm, bitterish, aromatic
baste, and is well known as possessing many medicinal virtues, and is
largely used in seasoning, dressing, etc. The English Broad Leaf is the
best variety, grows about two feet high, with broad, ashy-green leaves,
and terminal blue flowers in long spikes. Sage is raised f ron seed,
Slips, or cuttings, and likes a dry, fertile soil. Sow early in the Spring.
in shallow drills eighteen inches apart, and press the earth over them,
covering them not over half an inch deep. In the Fall, or the followinf
Spring, transplant into rows eighteen inches ap')rt each way.

SEEDS.

Thyme.-This hei'b is both a medicinal and culirmry plapt. The young leaves and tops aroused for soups, dressing and souce` and a tea is made of the lea'ves, which is a great remedy for
nervous headache. It is best raised from seed, which lnay be sown as early in the Spring as the
ground will admit, in a bol.der of fine.earth, either broadccist, or in drills six inches apart: cover`
lightly. The after.-culture is similar to that of other herbs.

Fwe keep a full assoi.tment of Herbs, for which prices will be given on application.

TURNIPS.-For the Fall and main crop, sow, in the Middle and Western States, from the
middle of July to the last of August. as directed for the Spring sowing. In the field` Turnips are
more generally sown broadcast, though much the larger crops are obtained by drill culture.

OF`

GRASS AND CLOVER SEEDS.
White Dutch Clover.-TRIFOLluM REPENs.-An excellent pasture grass, forming, in confunc-tlon with Blue Gi`ass. the finest and most nutritious foodqfor sheep and cows.

It succeeds on all`

rich, clay lands, if not too wet. Six pounds per acre. If used with other grasses, half that amount
will be Sufficient.

Extra Clean Blue Cfross.-PoA PRATENsls.-The best pasture grass for our soil and climate,
Bueceeding finely'on our hill lands, and producing the most nourishing food for cattle` retaining its,

qualities till a late period in Winter, and further south, affording abundant food throughout the
winter. In conjunction with White C]over, it forms the finest and closest Of lawns; for this purpeso, an extra quantity of seed should be used, say two bushets of Blue Grass and six pounds Of
Whlte Clover per acre. If sown by itself, two bushels will be I.equired, sown early in the Spring op`
in October or November.

Fine mixed, for I.Owns.-One of the most pleasing features connected with the garden is
a weELkept lawn; but to seoul.e this most desirable object, much depends upon the selection of such.
gmsses as will present a f rash and ]uxuriout verdure throughout the season, without constantlyrquiring to be cut to prevent overgrowth. For this purpose, a nulxture of several kinds ®£ theflner grasses is most suitable. These ve can supply, reedy mixed, and Of the best sorts` and proper
proportions of each, The quantity usually sown is about three buchels per acre. The thicker it isSown, the more perfect will be the ]awll. The seed can be sown ln Spring or Fall, but some coarsegrowing crop, such as Oats or Millet` should be sown with it, to profeet the young` tender blades;
from the scorching sun.
We keep constantly on hand all the leading varieties of Clover and Grass seed at market prices.

FLOWER SEEDS.
The general m]e for Flower Seeds, as won as any other Seeds, is to sow them at the proper.
depth., tina the ctepth ct which theqi are senon showed in eve:ry i!us:tence be governed l]qi the size Of the

Sweet Marjoram. -The Sweet

Sweet Marioram.

€eed t'tse!/. As the sprouts of small seeds are natumlly small, if sown as deep as large seeds. they
wh be either. unusually long in starting, or more likely perish in the ground after sprouting, from
want of sufficient strength in tbe young,sprouts to force a passage through the soil. I?ery 8mtzH'
8eede, such as Poatulaca, Campanula. mgltalis, eto., should be merely sprinkled on the surface Of
the ground. after making it quite smooth with the back of the apade, and barely covered with fine.
sifted, light, mellow soil, and afterward protected from the scorching sun and heavy rains. by ai
clothf mat, or some green branches stuck around them.
Aliother great object to be considel'ed, is the soil into which F]ower Seeds are to be sown. Thor
soil best ndaptod for flowering plants gen6rally, is a light, friable loan, containing a sufficient.
amount of sand to render it porous. Deep digging, and enriching with thorchghly decayed manur.e,
is tbe least that should be done. If the weather, after sowing, should be dry, it will be necessary
to water the places where the seeds are sown, with a fine I.ose watering pot, regularly, but slightly.
every evening, as it is essential that the seeds, during their process Of germination, should be kept
oonstantly moist. From a neglect or oversight of this, arise most of the failures. As the processr
of germination is shorter or longer in the different kinds of seeds, the patience of the cultivator ish
often sorely tried with seeds of a slowly germinating character.

CHOICE IMPORTEI) FIIOWER SEEI)S.
Sage.

Summer savory.

Thyme.

Marjoram is a hardy perennial, well known in gardens, much employed as a relishing herb in
Boups, broths` dl'essings, etc. The young, tender tops and leaves are used together in Summer, in
a green state, but in Winter., they are used dry. It is pl.opagated solely by seed, in open weather,
and should be sown in drills six inches apart, and at the depth of oiie-fourth of an inch. No other
cultivation iB necessary tha,n to hoe) the plants occasionally, and keep them free from weeds.

Sunimer Savory.-The Summer Savory is a hardy herb, much cultivated for culinary and
medicinal uses, its warm, aromatic leaves being much esteemed in salads and soups. It may be,
propagated fl.om seed sown in open ground, at the period of the flowering of the peach, in a lfght,
rich soil. If moderately thinned, the young plants may remain where sown, or be transplanted
into rows.
~G-I
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|D. M. FERRir & cogs
Illustrated, Descriptive and Priced

SEED ANNUAL FOR 1880
Will be ma].led FREE to all applicants, on receipt of a three cent stamp. It will contain two or more
colored plates, ro engravings, about 200 pages, and full descriptions, prices, and directions for
planting over 1200 varieties of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Bedding Plants, Roses, etc. It is invalnablo to Farmer, Gardener and Florist. Send fol. it.
Address, with three cent stamp,

I). M. FERRY & go., DETROIT, Mich.
TIIE LAHGTJ.AGE OF FI.OWERS.-A neat little work of leo pages, printed in fine style,
on beautifully tinted paper, and contains sevei.al fine engravings. It not oiily gives the I,Ah'GUAGE,
but the PoETR¥ of flowers, and clear and pr;Lctical suggestions in refereiice to Floral I)ilcoi.ation

and I`.loral Conversation. It is so arranged that the common or botanical name of the flower may
be rcfei.red to. This work shr)uld be in the possession of every lover of flowers. Priee, ty mail,
post paid, bound in paper, 2.5 cents; bound in cloth, 50 cents.

INSECTS ORT FI.OWERS ANI) HOUSE-PI-ANTS, AND IIOW TO DESTROY
rllEm.-This is a valuable uttle book of directions to window gardeners and lovers of flowers
how to overcome and destroy I?tsec+S o" C7Le€prpzci);ts` both out-doors and in-doors.

It tells how to

fel`tilize ?nd stimulate plants, the experiences of cultivators in keeping their plants Healthy.
AaT=r% :.h£ _t?Pees tx.:e. LtfeB?: .:. Pe~d SpiqT," .. APF88." .. Gpreen Fly..-' "-Woisne 5-i--i;5{8,i-i.i~to'is

5}~u!8:::
ft.:S.e_ _B`rg?."
.Snrat.I:`:.
" Care.ptl}ar8,"
.` I|ou]
to Destroy
i;i;Sect; oisasii;ice-iihhtt
i::ecoes
ancc' TJ'eg€£¢6Zes,"
etc., "etc.
It ].s exceedingly
valuable
also
to housekeepers,
i6 teiis ttu
abc,ut
" 4itf8 " and all " Eot¢se Bt4gs." Price, 30 cents. by mall, post paid.
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